What data from my LinkedIn profile will be shared with my employer?
Your employer will see your photo, name, email address, title, and company name. This data connection will be used to create your profile in LinkedIn Learning so you can easily access LinkedIn Learning from your LinkedIn account. Plus, you can take your learning history with you regardless of who you work for. We will never share any other personally identifiable activity from your personal LinkedIn account with your employer.

Will my company be able to see my LinkedIn browsing and job search activity?
Absolutely not! Your company will not be able to see your browsing or job search activity on LinkedIn.

Will my LinkedIn Learning activity be visible to my LinkedIn network?
No, your network will not see your LinkedIn Learning activity. If you wish, you can choose to share the courses you’ve taken on LinkedIn, just like any other social network. Learn freely knowing that your learning activity will never be shared publicly unless you choose to do so.

Will my company be able to see which courses I have completed?
Yes, your company’s LinkedIn Learning admin will see which courses you have completed on LinkedIn Learning. This is so you can get credit for the courses you’ve completed and so your company knows that its employees are using LinkedIn Learning.

What data from my LinkedIn profile is shared with LinkedIn Learning?
With thousands of courses on offer, we use millions of data points to save you time and effort by serving you the content most relevant to your needs. Examples of the type of data we use include: skills, companies, jobs, titles, learning, content watched and LinkedIn Learning’s own course data (title, description, skills, transcripts).

Can I customize which data from my LinkedIn profile is shared with LinkedIn Learning?
You can’t choose which data to share from your LinkedIn profile, but rest assured that no human will ever see individual level data.

Do I have to add my work email address to my LinkedIn profile if I want to connect my LinkedIn profile to LinkedIn Learning?
No, you don’t have to change anything on your LinkedIn profile in order to connect your LinkedIn profile to LinkedIn Learning. However, you can change your LinkedIn profile email address to your work email address if you wish.

How is my data kept secure?
Your data will be kept secure the same way LinkedIn keeps its own data secure. We employ the highest encryption standards and strictest security practices in order to keep your data safe. We are also fully GDPR compliant.